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Chapter 1

This is the happiest time of my whole life, just walking along

the tree-lined sidewalk of this college campus with my

backpack full of textbooks. I know studying in high school

seems like a drag. But when you want to go to college and

can’t, because you don’t have enough money or your family

situation prevents it, believe me, that’s way worse than

anything. Sort of like there’s nothing worse than going to

work except needing a job and not being able to find one.

I had to take some time after high school graduation to

figure things out and make money for college. I may be late,

and a dollar short, but here I am, sauntering among the

hallowed stone halls of academia past towering student

dorms populated with “normies.” That’s the name I give kids

who go to college the way you’re supposed to, right out of

high school with scholarships, loans and checks from their

parents. I’ve always wanted to be normal, but I’ve never

quite been able to pull it off.

What’s this? That’s strange. Every building on campus is

labeled with an official looking metal sign out front and as I

take a shortcut, I spy something unusual. There appears to

be a white envelope taped to the back of the sign for the

nursing building. Hmm. See this is a perfect example of

what I’m talking about. Normal people don’t take short cuts

through the bushes so they would never have seen the

hidden note. Normal people would figure it was none of their

business and leave the envelope alone. But I’m definitely

not normal.

No one is looking so I carefully open the envelope. I don’t

want to tear it. Inside is a small square of plain white paper

with the following message printed in block letters, like the

sort of penmanship your third-grade teacher used to write

on the board. The note says:



Go to the fraternity house with lions in front. Your next

clue is behind the mailbox.

OK, so right away the gears are spinning in my abnormal

mind. You and I both know this is obviously a clue to a

scavenger hunt, right? Like some Greek house or campus

orientation group is playing this game with freshman or

foreign exchange students to help them get to know their

way around the campus with all the famous landmarks. How

nice.

So, what would a normal person do? Exactly what that

guardian angel in your head tells you to do: Just - put - the -

clue - back - in - the - envelope - reseal - it - and - carry - on

- your – way. Am I not right? But no, something about me

you’ll discover: I like altering the course of history. Life

would be too predictable and boring without someone like

me to throw a curve ball now and then. I crumple up the

original note, get a piece of plain white paper out of my

backpack and as carefully as I can remember penmanship

from third grade, I scroll out the following in block letters:

Go to the Pleasure Palace and order a whipped cream

special with a happy ending.

The new note goes into the envelope and I stick it exactly

where I found it, on the back of the sign. Of course, as if

nothing happened, I just carry on down the sidewalk. I have

to laugh though. The Pleasure Palace is a new massage

parlor in town. Can’t you just imagine some freshman being

totally sidetracked by obediently following the instructions

on that new note? What an insane adventure that will be for

them. Hopefully a “pleasurable” experience they will never

forget.

I veer off the sidewalk again, leaving behind all the

normies scurrying like ants on their way to classes. Instead,

I start traipsing down the railroad tracks behind the

English/Philosophy Building. It’s the shortest route as the

crow flies, so I take it. My mind wanders and I wonder what

will ever happen to me? Will I graduate from college? What



will I end up choosing for my career? Will I get a good job?

Will I meet someone and get married? Will I have children

someday? What will my life be like? I carefully place my feet

on each railroad tie and make a mental note to remember

this moment into the future. Someday I want to think back

to this instant when I have all the answers to my questions.

I’m going into the gymnasium now. I’m not the sports

type but I do love nature and they have an outdoor club on

campus called Touch the Earth. Students can sign up for

various trips such as hiking, canoeing, cross-country skiing,

you know, stuff like that. I check the sign-up board. Today is

Friday and the outing this weekend will be a spelunking

expedition. I have absolutely no idea what spelunking is but

I basically like to do anything outside in nature so it should

be a good time. I’m down for it, so I sign up. Tomorrow I’ll try

to remember the instructions written on the board: wear old

clothes and bring a flashlight.

I cut through an alley now and leave campus. Behind an

abandoned Catholic grade school I have my 10-speed bike

hidden. The smell of fresh bread wafts from the giant oven

in the old school kitchen where a bunch of hippies are

running a cooperative called the Morning Glory Bakery. I

stop in to say hello and buy an oatmeal cookie. They have a

big bulletin board outside and I survey the local events

while I munch down the delicious confection.

Out of my backpack, I pull a stapler and a magazine

subscription ad I post on the bulletin board. I’m always

looking for a way to make some extra cash. For every

magazine subscription someone buys from the ad, I get a

small cut from the publisher. Next I start the arduous

journey home. I don’t have enough money for a place of my

own, so I still live with my parents. That’s beat, I know, but

I’m hoping to move out next year. In the meantime, it’s a

five-mile ride from campus so I better get going.

I load my backpack onto the luggage rack of the ten-

speed, secure it with bungee cords and take off at full



speed. I like riding fast but one has to be careful to avoid

things like loose sand or cracks in the pavement that might

send you tumbling to a hard landing where you’ll lose some

skin skidding across the pavement. Then, of course, there

are the cars, the eternal nemesis of all bicycle and

motorcycle riders. Some drivers just don’t seem to care and,

in a way, I can see why. If they make a mistake and hit me, I

could be dead and all they’ll suffer is a big bug splat on their

chrome bumper.

Just the other day I heard about a bike commuter who bit

it at a major intersection. The biker was wearing a helmet

and obeying all the traffic laws, but someone made them

their hood ornament and the obituary was in the news. I go

through that same intersection every day on my way to

school. I had kind of forgotten about that accident the

morning after and was just riding along when I saw this

curving red smear on the cement. At first, I thought a can of

paint must have fallen off a construction truck or something

but then I remembered the accident report and realized it

was someone’s blood.

Eventually I pedal out of town and onto a blacktop

country road. I’m definitely more in my element here with

singing birds perched on long overhanging branches and

farm fields full of ripening crops. I finally pull into my

parent’s drive past an old beater Chevrolet pickup. That’s

my dad’s work truck. So now I know Leroy’s home, which is

good information to have. I’ll try to avoid him. You see Leroy

is a blue-collar type guy who thinks college is a waste of

time. Since I was twelve I have helped him pour cement

foundations. But I didn’t want to carry a lunchbox the rest of

my life so I quit working with him this semester to attend

college and that really ticked him off.

I park the 10-speed in the garage, grab my backpack and

enter through the kitchen. The smell of plate-sized

tenderloins frying fills the air with grease. Mom used to work

as a restaurant cook and she makes amazing meals. She got



a deep fat fryer and a milkshake machine when the

restaurant went out of business. Around here, it’s sort of like

dining out every night really. One of the things I’m definitely

going to miss the most when I move out of here is her

cooking.

I creep past the living room where Leroy is sitting in his

favorite recliner with the local newspaper. He has never

read a book in his life but he does peruse the printed

newspaper, mostly for the ads and any coupons he can use.

I notice him peer over his reading glasses, which means he

has spotted me and will make a snide comment.

“There he goes. The college student. Buy ‘em books. Get

smart. No time for honest work. But never late for dinner.”

“Howdy, Leroy,” I respond, keeping the conversation as

brief as possible. I take off quickly down a hallway lined with

family portraits and retreat into my room. On the dresser is

a sleek stuffed mink mounted on a base of cork. Above that

hang the antlers from a massive whitetail buck. My room

resembles a small museum filled with glistening rocks,

twisted seashells, Indian arrowheads and other natural

curiosities I’ve picked up over the years on my forays into

the outdoors.

I throw the backpack on the bed and sit down at my desk

to take off my shoes. I have two giant dictionaries propped

up in wooden book stands. I do a lot of reading for my

classes here and I’m kind of obsessed with looking up the

definition of every word I don’t know. My delay in attending

the university left me fixated with not missing anything.

Words are like building blocks, you fail to look up the

definition of one word you don’t know and that just makes it

harder down the line to understand other things.

After washing up I take my place at the dining room

table. Mom dishes me up. Besides the massive tenderloin

sandwich there are French fries and corn from the garden,

as well as my favorite: a vanilla milkshake with real cream.



Leroy breaks the silence, “So, do tell what great insight

you gained from your studies today, scholar?”

Mom gives him a dirty look so he lays off. When I finish

eating I thank her for dinner and head back to my room

where I stay up late to complete my homework. College

requires a ton of reading and you have to keep up or you’re

lost. I work through Rhetoric, Psych, Mathematics

Techniques, Religion and Culture, and my favorite, Humans

and Their Physical Environment. I love listening to the

lectures in that class. The professor is a genius, really funny,

but serious too, in describing all the effects humans have on

the natural ecosystem and how we should be more careful

to conserve resources.

When the homework is done I lay out my oldest jeans

and shirt for tomorrow. Then I dig out the Lithium flashlight

my old buddy Gary Eschman gave me a few years ago. Esch

was a total gearhead I hung around when I was in high

school, always up on the latest technology. I used to be a

gearhead too. In high school, I mean. We worked on cars a

lot and raced them when we got a chance. But I’ve put all

that behind me now. I sold my mustang muscle car when I

went back to college to get money for tuition and bought

the ten-speed instead.

I set the alarm to get up in time to bike to campus for the

spelunking expedition. I try, but I can’t sleep. Something

keeps bugging me that I need to answer. So I get back up

and saunter over to my desk to look up the word spelunking

in the dictionary.

Hmm. It means cave exploration. That could be

interesting. I hit the sack again, this time falling asleep to

dream of giant stalactites and stalagmites shining glassy

rainbow hues in deep underground caverns.



Chapter 2

I wheel my 10-speed into the bike rack in front of the

gymnasium. After Mom’s hearty breakfast of eggs and

sausage I rode hard to get here on time and I’m out of

breath. I stand around in my old clothes while a motley crew

of strangers straggles in for the spelunking expedition. I

glance quickly to see if any of the girls are hot looking. Then

I sit down on the ground and lean back against the bike

rack, might as well relax. The leader is probably getting one

of those oversized university vans to transport us to the

cave. They often arrive late for these outings from the van

pool so I’ll just chillax a bit.

There are about a dozen of us spelunkers. Most look like

students but a couple are older, maybe faculty or

community members. Some of the girls look like they are

wearing pretty nice clothes, a move I predict they will

regret. We aren’t going to a style show. The trip description

was plenty straight forward about not wearing anything

good. The rest of us look like ragamuffins in our worn out

threads.

Finally, an elongated van with university lettering pulls

up. A strange looking little man with a hairy face gets out.

The kid next to me explains that around campus this

professor is known as the human mole. He’s wearing

overalls and a hard hat with a spot light mounted in front.

He gathers us together for a trip briefing.

“We will be traveling north,” he squeaks. “To explore a

newly discovered cave network called The Maze.”

The word “maze” freaks me out a bit. Mazes can be

confusing. I hope this fellow knows what he is doing. But I

gradually mellow out knowing it is an official, university-

sanctioned trip. Obviously, it has all been carefully planned

and approved by the proper authorities.



“Has everyone got a flashlight?” the mole questions,

venturing an odd, crooked smile. Naturally some of the

students forgot. What the heck is wrong with people? Seems

as though there are always a few in every crowd who can’t

follow the simplest directions. The mole pulls a couple of

dirty old flashlights out of a toolbox and checks to make

sure they work. Then he hands them to the culprits.

We all pile into the van. I don’t know anyone and end up

sitting by a young kid, probably a freshman like me. He’s

the one who tipped me off about the professor’s nickname.

Now he goes into a rambling recitation about how the

human mole is famous in spelunking circles. Apparently,

he’s an expert in discovering and mapping new cave

networks. Some of the caves dip below the water table so

on occasion the mole must don scuba equipment. The kid

tells me that once the mole got his scuba tank jammed on a

rock in the narrow portion of an underwater cave and had to

be saved. Apparently the rescue divers reached him just in

time before his oxygen ran out. My confidence is waning.

Matters become even sketchier an hour later when the

van leaves the highway and we are traveling on an obscure

gravel road. Next we turn onto a dirt road. Finally the mole

stops the van, gets out, and opens the gate to a deserted

old farm pasture. The country is hillier here and the van

strains as we venture across the bumpy tufts of overgrown

grass. The overloaded vehicle is unable to climb any higher

up a green hillside so the mole shifts it into park and we all

get out and stretch.

I’m a bit perplexed. It’s not as if I haven’t been in a cave

before. Sometimes when my family goes on vacation, we

stop at little tourist trap caves to see the different rock

formations. I’ve even been in the Mark Twain Cave near

Hannibal, Missouri when I was a kid. My mom thought it

would be neat for me to see after I read Tom Sawyer but

there are no caves to be seen here and the land is not even

rocky. This is an old cow pasture.



Never-the-less Professor Mole beckons us to grab our

lights and follow him on up the hillside. He stops in front of a

dirty hole in the ground barely large enough for a person to

crawl into. Now I’m really skeptical.

“Stay together and follow me,” he emphasizes and,

before anyone can ask questions, he disappears into the

mud hole. We all look at each other like WTF but then, one

by one, each explorer follows. I’m the last one. This is

against my better judgment, but because everyone else

went in, I can’t just stand here, so I turn on my light and

squeeze into the hole.

Now, Mark Twain Cave has electric lights, and a nice path

to walk on, and lots of room to move around as one can

listen to a tour guide bellow canned dialog. In contrast, this

Maze cave is like crawling through a long road culvert. Only

a road culvert is at least straight. This tube of rock

constantly twists and turns. I feel like a worm. Worse yet,

there are several inches of muddy water on the bottom so

my clothes are getting soaked. I hurry to catch up to the

woman in front of me. She has wide hips and is struggling to

get through the narrow tunnel. Faintly, up ahead, I hear

someone mention stalactites. Yes, eventually I come to

three dirty little knobs of rock only a few inches long

hanging down from the ceiling. They have to be kidding.

I barely hear mention of a bat. The main group is getting

further and further away. Their voices have become faint.

Then they disappear entirely. In the beam of my flashlight

one small brown bat hangs precariously in front of my nose.

The poor creature looks scared and emaciated.

Now, the woman in front of me is no longer moving

forward at all. She starts swearing a blue streak. I realize

she has become lodged in the narrow confines of the rock

tube. I carefully crawl up just behind her flailing feet. The

tunnel is so tight around me I cannot move my arms down

to my sides. My body is literally encased in rock and so is

she.



I’m ordinarily not claustrophobic but I feel the blood run

from my head. A sure sign I’m about to lose it, I know. I’m

scared but I try to hide it and talk softly to the poor

spelunker jammed in the narrow passage ahead of me. I

encourage her, saying, “Don’t panic”. This just ticks her off

and she begins swearing again. I back away from her

kicking legs.

All I can do now is wait for help. I try turning off my

flashlight. Fortunately the lithium model Esch gave me is

quite good but the light is beginning to fade a bit with time

and I want to conserve the battery. My God, it is dark in

here. I wave my hand right in front of my eyes. Nothing. I

can’t see a thing, complete and total darkness.

I just wish I could stand up and stretch but I’m encased in

rock. All I can do is inch backward or forward, slowly. I begin

inching away from the irate spelunker. Unfortunately, the

tunnel goes upward behind me making this difficult. I think

again. I can’t just back out of here and desert her and,

frankly, I don’t want to get lost on the way out. We passed

through several forks and turns on the way in here and after

all, this cave is known as The Maze.

I lie in several inches of muddy water that permeates my

clothing. As a last resort, if I am dying of thirst, I suppose I

can lap some up. I keep my light off and the darkness is

freaking me out. The muffled struggling of the trapped

spelunker in front of me has subsided. The curse words have

ended and what remains is the most complete and total

utter lack of any sound you can imagine. The silence is

maddening. I feel as if I’m being sucked into a lifeless black

hole.

“Are you OK?” I timorously venture after a bit. The query

elicits only a short string of profanity laced curses. I wonder

if I will ever escape these confines. Or will I go crazy down in

this pit before the authorities can find and rescue us. My

heart is palpitating in my chest. I can feel it missing beats.



After what seems an eternity, I hear a voice. Not the

cursing voice of the entrapped explorer ahead of me but a

calm voice from further up ahead. I recognize it to be the

young man I sat with in the van who was next in line ahead

of the trapped woman when we entered the cave.

“I realized you guys weren’t behind me anymore but I

couldn’t turn around until I reached a larger opening in the

cave,” he explains. “Are you all right?”

The angry woman blasts out the F-bomb followed by,

“No.”

I’m so damn grateful that kid came back. I turn on my

flashlight to the sight of a big muddy butt in front of my

face. I want out of here, bad.

“OK, give me your hands,” the kid states calmly. He

begins pulling with all his strength on her outstretched

arms. I see her wiggling frantically, from side to side in front

of me. I have no choice. I place one hand on each of her

butt cheeks and begin pushing with all my might. I realize

ordinarily it would not be appropriate to touch her this way

but, under the circumstances, our lives are at stake.

Ever so slowly her body begins to inch forward. The kid

and I give ample encouragement. She cusses and complains

about pain in her hips but, eventually, we are all three

crawling again, shuffling ahead in the dank tunnel. Instead

of The Maze, I’m going to call this creepy place the Cave of

Death.

Finally, the path widens. I see many lights ahead. The

entire group is assembled in an underground grotto, a rock

chamber large enough for everyone to sit together. The

group is discussing cave ecology and Karst topography.

When we arrive, the woman who was trapped begins to

complain and then cusses out the mole in front of everyone.

He looks startled and without answering, motions everyone

to follow him. The way out may be slightly wider but not by

much. I can’t believe how bad this adventure has gone. I

feel completely traumatized and all I have seen for my



trouble is a couple of muddy little stalactites and a dying

bat.

When I finally pop out of the cave entrance into the

incredibly bright light of day, I can literally see nothing.

Being the last one out, a couple of the other spelunkers hold

my arms until my eyes adjust. What an eerie sight.

Everyone looks as if they have been dipped in chocolate,

only we are definitely not chocolate-dipped spelunkers. No,

we are coated from the top of our heads to the bottom of

our feet with liquid mud. Everyone’s eyes look so white

when they blink. It’s freaking me out.

The woman, who was trapped, wastes no time in finding

the human mole again and she proceeds to scold him. Every

swear word I have ever heard comes out and a few I

haven’t. Cussing him up one side and down the other; her

main point being, on an official trip, such as this, they

should measure people or something to make damn sure

everyone can get through before they descend into the

cave. I catch her drift. She has a legitimate point, actually. It

was a very alarming experience for me too but I keep my

mouth shut.

All the spelunkers exchange grimacing looks. Some

groan. Then, without speaking, everyone silently piles back

into the van. What a mess. Mud is everywhere. It is the

quietest trip home ever. No one says a word. A very

awkward, uncomfortable atmosphere, I must say. When we

arrive back at the gym, I thank the kid who helped us out

and say goodbye. I feel similar to a knucklehead peddling

home on my bicycle coated with mud. I get some really

strange looks from motorists.

At home I peel out of all the dirt-encrusted attire in the

garage. I don’t want to make a mess in the house. I hold the

clothes carefully in my arms and begin walking naked down

the stairs to the washing machine in the basement. My body

coated with dried mud, half way down what I had hoped,



urgently, would not happen, happens. I meet Leroy coming

the other way. Bad timing.

“What the hell?” he exclaims.

I’m really not in the mood for conversation. I brush past

him without an explanation. I throw the muddy clothes into

the washer, add double detergent and start it on the highest

setting. Then I hit the shower for a warm, well needed

scrubbing and say goodbye to The Maze as a brown ribbon

of mud swirls down the drain.



Chapter 3

I’m back on campus drifting along the sidewalk in a wave of

student bodies. It is the last week before finals so everyone

is cramming to get their classwork done but, strangely, I’m

OK with the tests. I feel as if I’m doing what a kid my age

should be doing. I’ve often wondered what college would be

like and now I’m finding out, big time, and I love the

experience.

As half of the other freshman, I’ve decided to be pre-

med. I know most of us will never make it into medical

school or become a doctor but one must have some goal

and why not aim high? If I don’t try, how will I ever know

who I am and of what I’m capable?

“Excuse me,” I say, as I nearly crash into a coed striding

in the other direction. She’s a beauty wearing tight-fitting

Calvin Klein jeans and a tank top. She smiles wide and gives

me a nod as she passes. I don’t have a girlfriend now and,

one thing’s for sure, I hope I meet someone.

Many people joke about girls in college wanting to earn

an MRS degree but that’s pretty one-sided and unfair. As

me, most of the guys want to meet someone special too. So

why do they only disparage girls for wanting that? It seems

sexist.

As I walk along a strange noise grows louder, such as,

“mmm...haireeey...kreeshnaaaa...mmmmmm...rama...” Up

ahead, reclining comfortably on the green campus lawn,

illuminated by bright sunshine, are a half dozen odd looking

strangers wearing saffron robes, heads shaved except for

one single lock of very long hair.

As the Hare Krishnas chant their mantras, a crowd

gathers round. I have time before my next class so I stop

and take a place in the circle of student spectators.

Everyone is in a good mood, enjoying the strange novelty

and fair weather.



Eventually, a tall devotee of Krishna stands up. He looks

rather bizarre but then anyone sporting such unusual attire

and hairstyle would. He explains the mantra, “Krishna

means the all-attractive personality of God. Rama means

the reservoir of all pleasure and Hare is Krishna’s lover.”

“Whatever,” I think aloud, pondering the nearly infinite

possibilities of ideas and beliefs people can make up.

The tall devote hears my comment and picks me out of

the crowd. As I stand here, he is looking me right in the eyes

as he explains, “Life is an endless cycle of death and rebirth,

of reincarnation and of karma, a belief that a person’s

actions decide their fate.”

“So how is it determined what a person will be

reincarnated as in the next life?” I query, figuring I’ll play

along for a while. If he’s right, maybe I can learn something

that will help me avoid being reincarnated as some

undesirable life form, such as a slime mold or liverwort.

Anyway, it is nice to get the attention of the other students,

including a bevy of cute coeds standing in the crowd.

“One is reincarnated according to karma. So, a person’s

actions, desires and essence determine their future life

form,” the tall devotee postulates, adjusting his golden

robes. “So, for example, if a person is sloppy or gluttonous

according to the Vedic teachings, such a person may get the

body of a pig in their next life; or, if a person is sedentary

and moves little, they may be reborn as a tree.”

“What if a person,” I reply, thinking I can make the coeds

laugh. “Desires and engages in sex all the time?”

The attempt succeeds and everyone, except for the Hare

Krishnas, bursts out in laughter.

The tall monk holds his chin in his fingers and ponders

the question seriously. To him, this is no laughing matter,

not a joke, but a serious philosophical and religious

consideration. I feel a small pang of guilt at not being more

respectful of his beliefs.



He does not take offense, though, and eventually replies;

he thinks a person obsessed with sex would probably be

reincarnated as a rabbit or pigeon.

Now, the crowd really roars. I’d love to stay but

personally I need to get to class. As I start to walk away, the

tall sage asks me if I would come and have dinner with

them. Now, I may just be a freshman but I’m not

knuckleheaded enough to go off to dinner with a group of

Hare Krishnas. I’ve heard the stories of perfectly normal

people disappearing for years then showing up somewhere

bald-headed and wearing robes. Anyway, if there really is

such a thing as reincarnation, I want to come back as a

peregrine falcon. Those suckers can fly over 200 miles per

hour.

I arrive and take a seat in the giant lecture hall, then get

out a spiral notebook labeled Humans and their Physical

Environment. I take fastidious, extensive lecture notes. After

all, anything the professor says is game for a question on

the final.

Professor Drake walks in, removes his hat and turns on

the screen. Large portions of his lectures on the dangers of

pollution involve interesting examples and historical stories,

such as the origin of the phrase ‘plumb crazy’. Plumbum is

the Latin word for lead, which explains why the symbol for

lead on the periodic table of elements is Pb. Romans used

lead to line their chalices when they drank wine. Acid in the

wine would dissolve some of the lead and lead tastes sweet

—which is why hungry children in poor neighborhoods often

nibble on chips of old lead paint but ingesting lead causes

brain damage, which explains the origin of the phrase

‘plumb crazy’.

I really love Professor Drake. Even though there are

hundreds of students in the class he always takes time to

talk to me after his lectures. I even went to see his home

with a small group of interested students. It was a cabin,



really, nestled in a virgin timber outside of town and his

place runs on solar energy.

I sit now, carefully recording the professor’s words in my

notebook. Because today is our last lecture, the subject is

global climate change, a topic about which the Prof is

passionate. He lays out the evidence and explains what the

consequences will be if we continue to rely too heavily on

fossil fuels for energy. Everyone shifts uncomfortably in their

seats, considering the dim prospects but then the professor

provides a brighter vision of what the world and the future

could be if a transition was made to clean, safe renewable

energy sources.

When the class is finished, I grab my backpack and go to

the front of the lecture hall to bid farewell. It is strange how

someone can come into your life and have such a huge

impact on your thinking then just exit. I shake hands with

the old professor, knowing I will probably never see him

again.

“I really enjoyed your class,” I tell him.

“Thanks and good luck on the final,” he replies, with a

smile.

I have one more class today. I hurry down the hill to the

English Building for Rhetoric One. I’m a little sensitive about

taking Rhetoric One this second semester. I mean you’re

supposed to take it first semester but, as you know, I had

some financial delays in starting college so, it is what it is. I

just want to fit in. So, if people ask me why I’m a semester

late, I just change the subject.

I sit here now in a circle of chairs, everyone facing the

middle of the room. There are about twenty of us including

some sorority types, a couple of athletes and some

nondescript, traditional students. The professor’s last name

is Krupa but he is a friendly fellow and says we can just call

him Gene. I really hate it when pretentious professors put on

airs and demand that you call them “doctor so and so”.



Today we go around the circle, each student telling what

three books have had the greatest effect on our lives. Most

students name popular fiction or recent publications by

famous people. Maybe I’m wrong but it seems to me some

of these people are just name-dropping popular authors for

status or to create an image of whom they are or who they

want people to think they are, anyway.

I answer as honestly as I can, “Thoreau’s Walden, Black

Elk Speaks and the Bible.” Now don’t go thinking this is the

place in the book where I’m going to try and covert you. I’m

not that way. You know, I can see truth in many religious

views, including atheism and agnosticism. I just try to be

respectful of other people’s beliefs and look for the truth in

the various outlooks on religion. As to my answer here in

rhetoric class, it’s just if I’m perfectly 100 percent honest,

those are the three books that have had the most impact on

me. I mean, I can’t help it if my mom dragged me to church

every Sunday when I was a kid.

At the mention of Walden and Black Elk Speaks I notice a

couple of the sorority types look at each other, roll their

eyes and smirk. They poked fun at my final creative writing

composition too. My paper described how I like to go out in

the woods in the evening, just before sundown, and try to

catch the exact instant at dusk when the human eye

transitions from seeing in color to black and white. I said the

experience helps me be “present in the current moment”.

After class, I heard one of them refer to me as “the field

hippie”. Ouch. That hurt.

When it’s time to go, I wait until a certain girl packs her

things and starts to leave. She has beautiful brown eyes and

long shiny hair. She seems to be more introspective than

the others in our class and she never disses what anyone

else has to say. She smiles as I start to walk alongside her.

Her name is Vicki. She tells me her family had a bakery

business but she didn’t want to work in it for the rest of her

life. So she came back to college late and that’s why she’s



taking first semester Rhetoric this second semester. I can

relate.

I finally ask, “Would you like to study together for the

final?”

At this, she gets an odd look on her face and replies, “I’m

married.” Then she walks away.

I think to myself, even if she’s married, we could still

study together. It’s not as if I asked her to go to bed with me

or something. I wish there was a better way to determine

which girls were married or going out with someone and

which ones were single. I’m not very good at intuition and,

although I am getting As in my classes, I can be somewhat

shy and socially awkward. I probably have a low EQ and

would get an F in a class on social awareness.

My classes are done for the day so I trudge over to the

Morning Glory Bakery to pick up my 10-speed. Only I won’t

be getting an oatmeal cookie there anymore because the

bakery has been evicted. I guess they posted a notice on

their bulletin board about a fundraiser for the local women’s

clinic. Considering the clinic performs abortions, the priest

from the parish that rents the kitchen in the old Catholic

school stopped by and told them they had to take the notice

down. The woman who ran the bakery refused and, well,

was evicted. I basically side with the woman and free

speech but, in this case, it doesn’t really matter what I think

and there certainly won’t be any more of the delicious

oatmeal cookies for me anymore.

I wish I could go home and study for finals but I have a

job bussing tables at a pizza place. It is kind of a cool

atmosphere—with a salad bar constructed in a real wooden

boat. The waitresses all wear halter tops with no bra—

something the manager pushed to help bring in male

customers. Everybody who works here is a college student

desperate for money so no one complained. Some of the

girls even like the manager, a tall older guy with a black



mustache. They seem to look down on me, though, probably

because of my position collecting dirty dishes.
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